syntactic information.
The sa,~ could [~ expressed in a PATR-Iike style (Shieber (1986) ) : is abbreviation for present participle form of a verb whose single va/ency slot for subject in the SC list is co-indexed with the ~ct~r/bearer of the n~trJx verb): Two verbal entries can he related by a lexical rule with the effect that one of these two entries need not be explicitly present (the ot}~er should then be ~rked by the rule's name). This will solve phenomena such as there preposir~, dative alternation, and passivization.
The collection of three "levels" of description within a single complementation paradigm provides a means to express rather subtle differences. Let us take as an example four superficially identical constructions: 
(a) SF [SUBJ[I], OBJ[3]] (b) SF [SUBJ[I], OBJI2], OBJCOMPL[3]] (c) SF [SUBJ[1], OBJ[2], OBJCOMPL[3]] (d) SF [SUBJ[I], OBJ[3], OBJ212]]
The difference between the types (a) and (b) vs. (c) and (d) is that between the Raising and Equi types. Therefore, (b) will have only two participants at the level of underlying structure while (c) will have three:
(a) US [ACr 14], PAT [6]] (b) US [ACT [4], PAT [6]] (c) US [ACT [4], PAT [5], EFF [6]] (d) US [ACT [4], PAT [6], ADDR [5]]
The respective templates will be: ', b ) tra~gitive, 2n ', trar~itive, 2cis, 2tlmt ', transitive, 2cls, 2wh-I complex transitive, 3inf , raising } 
P~SPM[rr]A~
Lexicon and gram,~r together form the basis for the extraction of lexical and structural correspondences. Other tools are necessary, however, and we are currently designing specifications for such tools.
Besides the non-trivial task of text cleanup, for which no special tools will be used, two major needs remain: text unit align,~nt and data extraction methods.
Automatic text unit alignment (on word, phrase, and sentence level ) is also non-trivia/.
On the sentence level, we will employ a method for al igpmlent based on sentence length ( Gale 1991 ), for which we have developed a f]exible front-end for recognizing sentence houndaries. We are considering an extension of Church's algorithm taking into account lexicon-based elementary word correspendences (as in Kay (1988) it is not the aim of this paper to discuss and substantiate the repertoire of valency relatio~ and their classJ fication. The interested reader can find a detailed analysis of these issues and a comparison with other theories of deep (underlying) structure Jn Sgall, HajJSov{~ and Panevov~ (1986, esp. Ch.2) .
